CIVIC SIGN PROGRAM
Municipality of Yarmouth
932 Hwy 1
Hebron NS B5A 5Z5

Phone: (902)742-9691

Fax: (902)742-7557

All property owners are eligible to apply for a civic sign and/or post, for their principal residence provided they
did not receive a sign and/or a post from past programs. Civic Signs are being offered free, posts are being
offered at half price of $23.00 HST included.
Your Name:
Civic Address: _______________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

Check which you are applying for:
CIVIC SIGN
ALUMINUM POST
(I agree to pay $23.00 HST included at the time of pick
up of my post)

Daytime Phone Number : (902)
I hereby state that I am applying for my principal residence which is within the Municipality of Yarmouth; I am the
owner; I have not received a sign and/or post from the previous program; if applying for a post I will pay the
$23.00 at the time of pick up. The information I have supplied is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

Signature________________________________________________ Date: _______________________________
THANK YOU for your application.
All applications will be processed on a first come first serve basis. There are a limited number of signs and posts available. Should
you have any questions about this program please contact us at 742-9691. The information collected on this application will NOT
be used for any other purpose other than the Civic Signs program.

Guidelines for Installing your Sign
The civic number shall be displayed on the same side of the road as the building or property is located.
The distance between the bottom of the numbers and the ground should be at least 36 inches (90 centimeters ).
The posted civic sign should between 12 and 50 feet of the closest edge of the traveled portion of the road which
forms part of the civic address for the building or lot.
The sign should be perpendicular to the road, and be clearly visible from the roadway.
The numbers on the sign should not be less than 2.5 inches in height.

Is it ok to post it on my house?
This is not recommended but may be better than no sign. Posting your civic number on your house means that it may be
only visible when your house can be seen from the road, and not necessarily from both directions. If this is the method
that you choose, please use the following guidelines:
Numbers should be placed on the building facing, and clearly visible from the roadway. If the
numbers are posted on a building more than 50 feet (15 m) from the roadway, the numbers
should not be less than 4 inches (100 mm) in height.

How to Install Your Civic Sign
(see other side for written guidelines)

